
 
 
 

WILDLIFE COOKING VIDEOS 
 
 
WHAT WE OFFER TO HUNTING AND FISHING VENUES & SERVICES: 
 
We offer on of the best digital marketing services for local and international 
marketing of Hunting and Fishing venues and services. Here is how it works.  
 

1. We create a profile for your business on www.wildlifecooking.com 
2. The profile has a booking form that sells your hunting and fishing services and 

we ask 15% commission on all bookings which is charged as a booking fee to 
clients when they book. You as the business owner then receives the booking 
and you can collect the balance of the booking directly from the client before 
the booking date.  

3. Once your profile is setup (R750 setup fee), we schedule a time where we 
send our production team to take pictures and make a catch, clean and cook 
show at your venue. This will showcase the hunting or fishing experience that 
you offer to clients. The video is shot as an episode on the Wildlife Cooking 
YouTube channel which is hosted by Iban Vermeulen. 

4. We ask that the production team be hosted free of charge as well as the 
fishing or hunting experience so that the footage can be produced in 
accordance to the production guidelines. 

5. We guarantee 10 000 views in the first 12 months. The video and photos will 
be placed on your profile page as well on www.wildlifecooking.com and will be 
marketed along will all other services of Wildlife Cooking. 

6. The booking link of your hunting or fishing packages will also be marketed in 
the description of the video on YouTube. Hunting and fishing packages can 
be updated annually. 

 
 
SUMMARY OF WHAT YOU RECEIVE: 

1. Business profile on www.wildlifecooking.com 
2. Featured in an episode of Wildlife Cooking with the link to your booking form 

in the description on YouTube. We have a marketing budget to promote our 
YouTube channel videos every month. The channel will grow every year. The 
video will stay online for a long time. 

3. You can update your hunting or fishing packages every year with available 
dates. 

4. Your business profile will have images and the video episode from our 
production team. (Images and raw video material can only be used on Wildlife 
Cooking and their marketing channels, YouTube video can be shared via 
YouTube link.) 

5. Optimized marketing of your business on Google and YouTube which 
includes a booking service. 
 

http://www.wildlifecooking.com/
http://www.wildlifecooking.com/
http://www.wildlifecooking.com/


 
VIDEO PRODUCTION GUIDELINES: 
 
Production format for the videos: catch, clean and cook. 
 
The narrative is that Iban Vermeulen is going on a journey to learn and is asking 
people to teach him about hunting/fishing/cooking. 
 
Every aspect needs to be informative and educational of nature. 
In other words: How to ... programs. 
 
Every program will be 15-20 minutes: 
Catch: 6-10minutes 
Clean: 2-4 minutes 
Cook: 6-10 minutes 
 
 
Catch: 
How to get to the animal? What to know and what to do?  
Stories about nature/people/places/conservation. 
Harvesting the animal - hunting or fishing or foraging. 
 
Clean: 
How to prepare the meat or food for cooking/BBQ 
 
 
Cook: 
Recipes and cooking part of the program. If we don’t have a featured chef, Iban does 
BBQ/Braai recipes. 
How to make pro-biotic foods or foraged food also. 
 
Additionally, all recipes are posted as a blog post as well on the website with links to 
the chef and video.  
 
We always do a taste test of the meal with the whole family or group of friends and 
we pray a blessing before every meal where we give thanks. Food unites and brings 
people together. 
 
We want to showcase the beauty of nature, how to preserve and take care of nature 
sustainably and how the experience of food brings people together.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

 
PRODUCT PROMOTION SERVICE: 
 
We also have a product promotion service that we offer. How it works: 
 

1. If a client has a product that they sell through their website on their shopping 
cart, we can feature this product in a video when a client gives us a promotion 
code for the product. We ask a commission fee of 15% for promoted products. 

2. We only promote products that are relevant to the narrative of our channel 
and videos. 

 
 
SPONSORSHIPS: 
 
We do accept sponsorships and have various options for this please contact us for 
more information. 

 

TERMS OF SERVICE: 

Wildlife Cooking reserves the right to promote our sponsored products on a video or 
to run Ads via the YouTube program on all videos as these are income streams of 
the channel. Copyright and distribution rights of videos and photography materials is 
owned by Wildlife Cooking and cannot be shared for other marketing projects as we 
do not want to be penalized for duplicate content and we want to create authentic 
marketing material for Wildlife Cooking. If a venue or service closes as a business, 
Wildlife Cooking may still use the video on their channel and is not obligated under 
any claim to remove the video.  
 

For any further questions about Wildlife Cooking please contact us: 

wildlifecooking@gmail.com 

www.wildlifecooking.com 


